# IU KOKOMO ACADEMIC CALENDAR

## JANUARY
- **11** SEM II CLASSES BEGIN
- **18** M.L. KING, JR. RECESS

## MARCH
- **13** SPRING RECESS BEGINS
- **21** CLASSES RESUME

## APRIL
- **30** SEM II CLASSES END

## MAY
- **2** SEM II FINAL EXAM WEEK
- **9** SEM II FINAL GRADES DUE BY 12:00 P.M.
- **10** COMMENCEMENT
- **16** SUM I CLASSES BEGIN
- **20** SUM I MW CLASSES MEET MAY 20, JUNE 3, 17
- **27** SUM I MW CLASSES MEET MAY 27, JUNE 10
- **30** MEMORIAL DAY RECESS

## JUNE
- **23** SUM I CLASSES END
- **27** SUM I MW FINAL EXAMS
- **28** SUM I TR FINAL EXAMS
- **29** SUM II CLASSES BEGIN

## JULY
- **1** SUM I FINAL GRADES DUE BY 12:00 P.M.
- **1** SUM II TR CLASSES MEET JULY 1, 15, 29
- **4** FOURTH OF JULY RECESS
- **8** SUM II MW CLASSES MEET JULY 8, 22

## AUGUST
- **10** SUM II CLASSES END
- **11** SUM II TR FINAL EXAMS
- **12** SUM II MW FINAL EXAMS
- **15** SUM II FINAL GRADES DUE BY 12:00 P.M.
- **22** SEM I CLASSES BEGIN

## SEPTEMBER
- **5** LABOR DAY RECESS

## OCTOBER
- **17** FALL RECESS
- **18** FALL RECESS

## NOVEMBER
- **23** THANKSGIVING RECESS
  - NOV 23-27
- **24** THANKSGIVING
- **28** CLASSES RESUME

## DECEMBER
- **10** SEM I CLASSES END
- **12** SEM I FINAL EXAM WEEK
- **19** SEM I FINAL GRADES DUE BY 12:00 P.M.